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New Press, 2003. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Dust Jacket Condition: New. 1st Edition. NEW
HARDBACK PLUS 9 CDs in their own Slipcase, Both in Larger SLIPCASE. SEALED in SHRINKWRAP. NO
remainder mark. "Never-before-heard recordings of secretly taped oval office conversations with
eight US presidents. The President doesn't know the position of the administration so you can't
know it.¿President Lyndon Johnson to Walt Rostow on Vietnam policy, March 4, 1964 Historian
John Prados and The New Press have procured recordings made by eight Presidents of their oval
office conversations. Never intended for public consumption, these recordings offer portraits of the
nation's chief executives responding to and taking action on some of the most critical events of the
late twentieth century. Including phone conversations and confidential meetings, the set offers
candid, unscripted exchanges with top aides, political figures, and heads of state. One exchange
constitutes the famous "smoking gun" tapes of the Watergate era. Another sequence has Lyndon
Johnson finding out from J. Edgar Hoover about the murders of three civil rights workers in
Mississippi just as he also learns from Robert McNamara about the breaking crisis in Vietnam's Gulf
of Tonkin. The set includes eight digitally remastered CDs of presidential conversations...
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Reviews
Without doubt, this is the very best operate by any publisher. Indeed, it can be enjoy, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. You may like how
the writer compose this pdf.
-- Toni Bechtelar
This book is very gripping and fascinating. Yes, it is play, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. I found out this ebook from my dad and i
recommended this pdf to discover.
-- Lavada Nikolaus
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